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ABSTRACT

Ribosome biogenesis (RiBi) is an extremely energy
intensive process that is critical for gene expres-
sion. It is thus highly regulated, including through
the tightly coordinated expression of over 200 RiBi
genes by positive and negative transcriptional regu-
lators. We investigated RiBi regulation as cells initi-
ated meiosis in budding yeast and noted early tran-
scriptional activation of RiBi genes, followed by their
apparent translational repression 1 hour (h) after
stimulation to enter meiosis. Surprisingly, in the rep-
resentative genes examined, measured translational
repression depended on their promoters rather than
mRNA regions. Further investigation revealed that
the signature of this regulation in our data depended
on pre-treating cells with the translation inhibitor, cy-
cloheximide (CHX). This treatment, at 1 h in meiosis,
but not earlier, rapidly resulted in accumulation of
RiBi mRNAs that were not translated. This effect was
also seen in with CHX pre-treatment of cells grown in
media lacking amino acids. For NSR1, this effect de-
pended on the –150 to –101 region of the promoter,
as well as the RiBi transcriptional repressors Dot6
and Tod6. Condition-specific RiBi mRNA accumula-
tion was also seen with translation inhibitors that
are dissimilar from CHX, suggesting that this phe-
nomenon might represent a feedback response to
global translation inhibition.

INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of ribosomes, the ribonucleoprotein machines
that mediate translation of proteins from mRNA templates,
is a tightly regulated process that has been well studied in
the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Eighty ribo-
somal proteins (RPs) and four ribosomal RNAs make up
the ribosome, and their processing and assembly requires
an additional suite of more than 200 proteins that medi-

ate ribosome biogenesis (RiBi; (1); reviewed in (2)). RiBi
genes are tightly coordinated in their transcription, which
typically involves at least one general factor (Abf1, Reb1,
Rap1 and Tbf1) in concert with other positive transcrip-
tional activators (reviewed in (3)), which are typically re-
cruited to RiBi gene promoters by the nutrient-activated
kinases Tor and PKA ((4–12); reviewed in (3,13)). There-
fore, under conditions in which amino acids and glucose
are plentiful, RiBi gene transcription is activated, which
increases the synthesis and assembly of ribosomes. Nega-
tive transcriptional regulators––including Stb3, Dot6, and
Tod6––also participate in regulation of the RiBi genes by
binding their promoters and recruiting the histone deacety-
lase Rpd3L ((14–16), reviewed in (13)). Tor and/or PKA
activity is known to relieve this repression via phospho-
rylation of these negative regulators, resulting in their re-
moval from RiBi promoters and subsequent nuclear export
(14,16). Robust expression of RiBi genes thus requires coor-
dinated de-repression as well as active induction. Transcrip-
tional repression of RiBi genes under non-inducing condi-
tions appears to be important, as it has been shown that cells
lacking Dot6/Tod6-based repression are unable to properly
adapt to nutrient-limiting conditions (16). This is presum-
ably due to leaky RiBi gene production that depletes cellular
energy reserves required for cellular adaptation.

Much of what we currently know about RiBi regula-
tion comes from studies of yeast in either rich laboratory
growth conditions or under conditions of acute amino acid
starvation. It is also known that RiBi and RP genes are
modulated during other cellular conditions in yeast, includ-
ing during the meiotic program, the conserved process by
which gametes (spores in yeast) are created (17–19). RP
and RiBi genes are known to be transcriptionally down-
regulated prior to meiotic entry relative to vegetative ex-
ponentially growing cells (18), and upregulated following
the meiotic divisions (17). We previously found that transla-
tion levels and apparent ribosome number increase shortly
after cells enter the meiotic program, and also that RPs
are actively degraded following the meiotic divisions, con-
comitant with transcriptional upregulation of RP and RiBi
genes (19). Given these interesting patterns of regulation
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and the central importance of the ribosome to gene expres-
sion, we investigated the regulation of RiBi genes in meiosis
in greater depth. Here, we report our observation of appar-
ent translational repression of RiBi genes ∼1 h after cells
were stimulated to enter meiosis. We find that this apparent
repression is limited to a narrow time window between 45
and 75 minutes (min) after transfer of cells into sporulation
medium (SPO). Surprisingly, this is not a natural part of the
meiotic program, but rather a response to the drug-based
inhibition of translation that we employed to collect sam-
ples. We report that global translation inhibition by CHX
resulted in transcriptional upregulation of RiBi genes that is
partially dependent on Tod6 and Dot6. We find that a simi-
lar effect can be seen following CHX treatment during con-
ditions of amino acid starvation, another context in which
RiBi genes are normally actively repressed. We propose that
this conditional transcriptional de-repression of RiBi genes
may represent a feedback response to global translation in-
hibition, as it is seen in response to several distinct drug-
based mechanisms of general translation inhibition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains

All experiments were performed using S. cerevisiae strains
of the SK1 background. Strains were fully prototrophic
(LEU URA TRP LYS HIS). All strains are diploid
(MATa/alpha) except for 4401, which is haploid (MATa).
All the reporters are integrated at TRP1 locus with func-
tional TRP1 gene as selection marker.

Strain
number Genotype

4401 WT
4484 WT
11324 pNSR1-NSR1-3V5
11582 pSAR1-NSR1-3V5
11584 pSAR1-NSR1-3V5 (TSS2)
11326 pNIP7-NIP7-3V5
11586 pSAR1-NIP7-3V5
13064 tod6::NatMX tod6::NatMX
13070 dot6::NatMX dot6::NatMX
13074 tod6::NatMX tod6::NatMX dot6::NatMX

dot6::NatMX
14203 stb3::NatMX stb3::NatMX
15325 pSAR1-SAR1-3V5
15328 pNSR1(-100 to -51 swapped to pSAR1

sequence)-NSR1-3V5
15329 pNSR-(-150 to -101 swapped to pSAR1

sequence)-NSR1-3V5
15330 pNSR-(-200 to -151 swapped to pSAR1

sequence)-NSR1-3V5
15331 pNSR-(-728 to -201 swapped to pSAR1

sequence)-NSR1-3V5
15332 pNSR-(-50 to -1 swapped to pSAR1

sequence)-NSR1-3V5
16268 pNSR1-SAR1-3V5
16272 pNSR1(ΔRRPE-1 ΔRRPE-2 ΔPAC)-NSR1-3V5

Yeast growth conditions

Vegetative samples were collected after growth of 300 ml
(sequencing and polysome fractionation experiments) or 15
ml (total RNA qPCR experiments) culture in YPD from

OD600 0.1 to OD600 0.6 at 30◦C with shaking. For mei-
otic samples, cells were grown in YEPD for 24 h, diluted
to OD600 0.25 in buffered YTA, and grown for 16 h. Cells
were washed in water, resuspended at OD600 1.9 in 300 ml
(sequencing and polysome fractionation experiments) or 15
ml (total RNA qPCR experiments) sporulation media sup-
plemented with 0.02% raffinose, and incubated at 30◦C with
shaking. For amino acid starvation experiments, cells were
grown in YPD overnight, diluted to OD600 0.1 in fresh YPD,
grown to OD600 0.6, resuspended in equal volume of SD me-
dia without amino acids, and incubated at 30◦C with shak-
ing.

Cell extract preparation

CHX (100 �g/ml final concentration) or equal volume of
vehicle solvent (ethanol) was added to the cells 1.5 min prior
to harvesting. Cells were collected by filtration and flash
freezing in liquid nitrogen. Around 10% of the cells were
stored in a separate tube for mRNA-seq. 3 ml frozen buffer
(20 mM Tris pH 8, 140 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 100 �g/ml
cycloheximide, 1% Trition X-100) were added to the cell
pellets. Samples were lysed by Retsch mixermilling (3 × 3-
minute rounds at 15 Hz). The powder was thawed at 30◦C,
spun at 4◦C for 5 min at 3000 rcf. The supernatant was col-
lected and spun at 20 000 rcf at 4◦C for 10 min. The super-
natant was aliquoted in 200 �l portions and flash frozen in
liquid nitrogen. Identical extracts were used for ribosome
profiling and polysome gradients.

Ribosome profiling and mRNA-seq data

Ribosome profiling and mRNA-seq data were analyzed
from (17) and are deposited at NCBI GEO with accession
number GSE34082. Cluster 3.0 and Treeview were used for
cluster analyses and visualization (20,21). Mochiview was
used for genome browsing visualization (22).

LTM profiling

Cells were harvested by filtration following treatment at a
final concentration of 50 uM LTM in DMSO and 5 min in-
cubation with shaking. Extract was prepared following mix-
ermilling and 200 �l of cell extract were incubated with 15
U RNase I (Ambion) per A260 unit of extract for 1 h at room
temperature. Samples were loaded onto 10–50% sucrose
gradients and spun at 35 000 rpm for 3 h at 4◦C in a SW41Ti
rotor (Beckman). The gradients were then fractionated us-
ing a Gradient Station (BioComp) and the 80S/monosome
peaks were collected. RNA was extracted with hot acid
phenol, size selected from a polyacrylamide gel, dephos-
phorylated with PNK (NEB), polyA-tailed with Escherichia
coli polyA polymerase (NEB), subjected to rRNA subtrac-
tion by antisense oligos, reverse transcribed with Super-
script III (Thermo), circularized with Circ Ligase (Epicen-
tre), and PCR amplified with Phusion polymerase (NEB).
The Oligo oCJ200-oligodT was used for reverse transcrip-
tion, and oNTI231 and aatgatacggcgaccaccgagatcggaaga
gcacacgtctgaactccagtcac-barcode-cgacaggttcagagttc index
primers was used for PCR. The barcodes are six nucleotides
in length. Sequencing was done using standard Illumina
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oligos. All samples were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq
2500, 50SRR, with multiplexing, at the UC-Berkeley Vin-
cent Coates QB3 Sequencing facility.

LTM sequencing data analysis

LTM ribosome profiling data were analyzed by Bowtie2-
based alignment exactly as standard ribosome profiling
data in (23–25). Mochiview was used for genome browsing
visualization (22).

Polysome analysis

The sucrose gradients were performed exactly as in (32),
except without RNAse I treatment. In short, 200 ul of ex-
tract was loaded on 10–50% sucrose gradients and samples
were centrifuged in a Beckman XL-70 Ultracentrigue, us-
ing a Sw-Ti41 rotor for 3 h at 35 000 rpm at 4◦C. Tube was
loaded on a Bio-Comp Gradient Station and analyzed for
absorbance at 260 nm. Eight fractions were collected per
gradient and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. 300, 500 and
700 ul of DEPC water was added to the fractions 6, 7 and
8, respectively, to bring their density below the density of
phenol/chloroform mix prior to hot acid phenol extraction.

Cell harvesting for RT-qPCR

All YPD samples were harvested at OD600 0.6 in YEPD
medium. All amino acid starvation samples were harvested
20 min after transferring from YEPD to SD medium with-
out amino acids, except for the experiment showed in Fig-
ures 3E and Supplementary Figure S5C, in which the cells
were harvested at the indicated timepoints.

1 ml of cells was mixed with drugs or solvent in a 2 ml
screw-cap tube. The samples were kept shaking for 1.5 min
at 30◦C, spun at 20 000 rcf for 30 s, and flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen.

The final drug concentrations were: CHX: 100 �g/ml;
LTM: 10 �M; sordarin: 100 �g/ml; anisomycin: 20 �M.
For controls, an equal volume of solvent was added to the
cells (ethanol for CHX and sordarin, DMSO for LTM and
anisomycin).

In the TOR inhibition experiment, rapamycin was added
to the cells at 0.2 �g/ml final concentration, 10 min prior
to CHX addition. An equal volume of the solvent, DMSO,
was added to the control samples.

RT-qPCR

RNA was isolated from the gradient fraction samples or the
cell pellets by hot acid phenol extraction, DNase-treated
with Turbo DNase (Invitrogen), and purified with phenol
extraction. The RNA samples were adjusted to similar con-
centration and 150–250 ng of RNA was used in reverse tran-
scription with Superscript III (Thermo). Transcript levels
were quantified on a StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR system
using the SYBR green PCR mix (ThermoFisher), and nor-
malized to the total RNA concentrations. CT values were
first transformed to fold changes (according to the standard
curve of the primer pair). Values were then normalized to
total RNA amount in reverse transcription reaction of each
fraction, and for gradient analyses, also normalized to the
average of the eight fractions for each strain.

RT-qPCR analysis

For figures, to enable visualization of trends between tran-
scripts of different expression levels, the values plotted are
relative to the average values for that transcript in all frac-
tions or conditions analyzed in the plot. Values are also rel-
ative to the total RNA in that fraction.

The qPCR primers are listed below:

NSR1-forward 5′ GTTCAATTCTCCAACATGGAGG
ACG 3′

NSR1-reverse 5′ CCATCGTTGTTTGGTCTTGGAGAA
G 3′

NIP7-forward 5′ AGGCACATGTGGGTAAAATGTC
TG 3′

NIP7-reverse 5′ ACCGAACCCTAATGGCACATC 3′
SAR1-forward 5′ TCAAGCTCGTCGTTTATGGAAGG

3′
SAR1-reverse 5′ TCTTTCAGGGTCAGCAGCATC 3′
REC8-forward 5′ TCTAACAGGTTCGAGCTTCATG

GG 3′
REC8-reverse 5′ CATCAACGGGAATTTCATCCAGTG

G 3′
CCW14-forward 5′ CCTCTACCAAGGCTTCTTCCAGT

3′
CCW14-reverse 5′ GTGGAAGAAGCCTTGCTAGAAG

ATG 3′
NSR1-3V5-forward 5′ CGCTTCTTTCGCTGGTTCAA

AG 3′
NIP7-3V5-forward 5′ GTGAGTATTTGAGAGATGAA

GACACCTTG 3′
SAR1-3V5-forward 5′ TAGAGGCGTTCCAATGGTTA

TCTC 3′
Common-3V5-reverse 5′ TGGTATTGGTTTTCCATCTA

GTCCC 3′

5′ RACE

cDNA was synthesized from phenol extracted total RNA
using GeneRacer kit with SuperScript III RT (Invitrogen),
following the manufacture’s protocol. cDNA was then am-
plified using Q5 Hot Start High-Fidelity DNA polymerase
(NEB) with adapter primer in the GeneRacer kit and gene
specific primers to generate 5′ end for individual genes. The
5′ ends were incubated with 1 U Taq polymerase (Invitro-
gen) to add 3′ A-overhangs, purified using agarose gel ex-
traction, cloned into vector using TOPO TA Cloning Kit
for Sequencing (Invitrogen), and transformed into E.coli.
Around twenty clones per gene were sequenced. Only clones
with intact adapter sequence were analyzed.

The gene specific primers are listed below

NSR1 5′ GATTCGGAGGAAGAGGAAGAGAC 3′
NIP7 5′ GCTTAGCCAATACTGTCAAAGAAGT 3′
SAR1 5′ TGACCACCCAAATCGAAAGTTGT 3′

RESULTS

RiBi mRNAs show signatures of translational repression
shortly after stimulation of cells to enter meiosis

To begin investigating the regulation of RiBi genes in meio-
sis, we re-analyzed a previously generated dataset from
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our lab, which included mRNA abundance and transla-
tion measurements made by mRNA-seq and ribosome pro-
filing, respectively, during a high-resolution timecourse of
the budding yeast meiotic program (17). We found that, as
expected, most annotated RiBi genes (325/395; ‘ribosome
biogenesis’ at http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo; Pol II-
dependent transcripts only; includes RP genes with roles
in RiBi) were coordinately regulated over all timepoints.
mRNA levels of RiBi genes were very low prior to mei-
otic entry, but were rapidly increased within 30 min in SPO,
followed by their rapid decline (Figure 1A). Our ability to
observe this brief burst of transcription depended on the
high-resolution of our timepoints relative to previous stud-
ies. We collected denser timepoints early in the meiotic pro-
gram and found that RiBi transcripts peak at 15 min and
decline by 45 min, timepoints that were not included in our
original large-scale dataset (Supplementary Figure S1A).
Translation levels, as assayed by ribosome footprint den-
sity over ORFs, showed a roughly similar trend as mRNA
levels, which fit with our expectations (Figure 1B). Surpris-
ingly, however, when we calculated the translation efficiency
(TE, ribosome footprint abundance normalized to mRNA
abundance) for RiBi mRNAs, we noted that there was ap-
parent translational repression at ∼1 h after transfer of cells
to SPO, shortly after transcript levels had plummeted (Fig-
ure 1C, D, Supplementary Figure S1A) and after expression
of the early meiosis-specific gene, REC8, was detected, indi-
cating commitment to the meiotic differentiation program
(Supplementary Figure S1A). This translational repression
was strong and consistent for RiBi genes (Figure 1D, Sup-
plementary Figure S1B and C).

To independently confirm the translational repression
that we measured by global approaches, we analyzed the
distribution of RiBi mRNAs in polysome gradients at 15
min and 1 h after transfer to SPO, timepoints prior to
and during the period in which translational repression was
measured, respectively (Figure 1C, E, F). Comparison of
the mRNA distribution for representative RiBi genes NSR1
and NIP7 to non-RiBi gene SAR1 revealed that all were
abundant in heavy polysome fractions at 15 min after trans-
fer to SPO, suggesting high levels of translation, which was
consistent with TE measurements from the global meiotic
study (Figure 1C, E). Extract from cells 1 h after transfer
to SPO showed a specific shift to the monosome/80S frac-
tion for NSR1 and NIP7, but not SAR1, again consistent
with our analysis of the global study (Figure 1C, F). To
identify the regulatory regions of NSR1 and NIP7 respon-
sible for this apparent translational repression, we mapped
the 5′ ends of these mRNAs by 5′ RACE, along with that
of SAR1 (Supplementary Figure S2A–C). Because disrup-
tion of NSR1, NIP7 or SAR1 would have likely resulted in
secondary cellular consequences based on the critical cel-
lular roles for these genes, we constructed strains carrying
reporter constructs that did not alter the wild-type NSR1,
NIP7 or SAR1 loci. To do this, we added a reporter con-
struct, integrated at the TRP1 locus, which expressed a 3’
3V5-tagged version of each of these genes. We collected
fractions from polysome gradients performed with cell ex-
tract of strains carrying these reporter constructs, and per-
formed RT-qPCR against the 3V5 region in these fractions
to distinguish our reporters from the endogenous genes. We

found that the reporter constructs recapitulated the regula-
tion seen at the endogenous locus for all three genes at 1 hr
after transfer to SPO (Figure 2A–D, left panels).

An interval of the NSR1 promoter is necessary and sufficient
for its apparent translational repression

We next sought to identify the cis-regulatory regions re-
sponsible for this regulation. Interestingly, replacing the
NSR1 promoter alone with that of SAR1 resulted in the re-
tention of NSR1–3V5 in heavy polysome fractions at 1 h
in SPO (Figure 2A, Supplementary Figure S2D, S3A). A
similar effect was seen when the SAR1 promoter was used
to drive NIP7 with its 5′ UTR intact (Figure 2B). These
results were a surprise because most translational regula-
tion is thought to be mediated through untranslated regions
(UTRs) of mRNAs and, although it has been reported that
promoter regions can affect downstream processes includ-
ing mRNA translatability and decay (26–29), this type of
regulation had not been reported for RiBi genes, to our
knowledge. We further explored this promoter-based RiBi
regulation, finding that the NSR1 promoter was not only
required for the shift of the reporter mRNA to the mono-
some fraction at 1 h in SPO, it was also sufficient for this
shift, as a SAR1–3V5 reporter driven by the NSR1 pro-
moter was seen in the monosome fraction at 1 h (Figure
2C). This was not the case for another non-RiBi mRNA,
CCW14 at the same timepoint, suggesting that the effect
seen was transcript-specific rather than a global perturba-
tion of translation (Figure 2C). To identify the specific pro-
moter region that was required for translational repression,
we swapped out intervals of the NSR1 promoter with the
corresponding region of the SAR1 promoter and found that
one such interval replacement, for the region between -150
and -101 bp upstream of the NSR1 transcription start site
(‘TSS’ in Supplementary Figure S2A), was necessary for the
shift of the NSR1 reporter into the monosome/80S fraction
at 1 h in SPO (Figure 2D, Supplementary Figure S3A and
B). This region of the NSR1 promoter contains binding sites
for the three known RiBi transcriptional repressors, Dot6,
Tod6, and Stb3 (Supplementary Figure S3C; (30)). Deletion
of any one of these proteins did not result in a loss of the ob-
served translational repression at 1 h in SPO (Supplemen-
tary Figure S3D). Because Dot6 and Tod6 are paralogs and
both bind the same DNA element (PAC motif; (30,31)), we
attempted to assay a dot6Δtod6Δ double mutant, but found
that these cells showed markedly reduced ability to undergo
meiosis, obscuring our ability to observe normal RiBi reg-
ulation timing.

Cycloheximide treatment leads to context-dependent de-
repression of RiBi mRNAs

The rapid decline in TE that we observed in meiotic cells was
reminiscent of translational repression seen by the same ri-
bosome profiling protocol applied to yeast cells that were
transferred from rich media to media lacking amino acids
(32). In addition, we became aware that a similar type of
time-interval-specific apparent translational repression was
detected by another group during amino acid starvation
and metabolic cycling in yeast, and that it appeared to be
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Figure 1. RiBi genes show translational repression at 1 h in sporulation medium. (A–C) mRNA-seq, ribosome profiling, and TE values of RiBi genes
from a high-resolution timecourse of the budding yeast meiotic program (17). Data are clustered by similar expression patterns of genes (columns) across
timepoints in sporulation medium (rows). (D) Left: a cumulative histogram showing log2 values of the ratio between 1 h and 30 min TEs. The red line
represents RiBi genes and the gray line represents all genes. A Kolmogerov–Smirnov (K–S) test was used to determine significance. P = 7.99E–54. Right:
a cumulative histogram showing log2 values of the ratio between 1 and 2 h TEs. The red line represents RiBi genes and the gray line represents all genes.
K–S test P = 1.75E–48. (E and F) Distributions of RiBi mRNA (NSR1 and NIP7) and non-RiBi mRNA (SAR1) in polysome gradients as determined by
RT-qPCR. Error bars represent measurement variability as determined by three qPCR replicates. The sample shown in panel E was collected at 0.25 h in
SPO, and the sample shown in panel F was collected at 1 h in SPO. Polysome gradients for these timepoints are shown above in each case.
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Figure 2. RiBi promoters are necessary and sufficient for their translational repression. (A–D) RT-qPCR was used to quantify mRNAs in polysome
fractions at 1 h in SPO. The highlighted regions represent monosome/80S fractions. Error bars represent measurement variability as determined by three
qPCR replicates. (A) Distribution of the mRNAs for the WT NSR1 reporter (left) and the NSR1 reporter under the SAR1 promoter (right) in polysome
gradients at 1 h in SPO. (B) Distribution of the mRNAs for the WT NIP7 reporter (left) and the NIP7 reporter under the SAR1 promoter (right) in
polysome gradients at 1 h in SPO. (C) Distribution of the mRNAs for the WT SAR1 reporter (left) and the SAR1 reporter under the NSR1 promoter
(right) in polysome gradients at 1 h in SPO. (D) Distribution of the mRNAs for the WT NSR1 reporter (left) and the NSR1 reporter with its –150 to –101
promoter region swapped to the corresponding SAR1 promoter sequence (right) in polysome gradients at 1 h in SPO.
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dependent on the translation inhibitor, CHX, due to a re-
sultant increase in RiBi mRNAs (personal communication,
Dan Santos; reported in accompanying study (33)). CHX
is a chemical that is frequently used to pre-treat cells prior
to harvesting for ribosome profiling (32,34). In our study,
CHX pre-treatment occurs for less than 2 min prior to har-
vesting of cells by filtration and flash freezing in liquid ni-
trogen. CHX pre-treatment has been reported to affect the
distribution of ribosome footprints within mRNAs but has
been reported to have a minimal effect on gene-by-gene
quantification in most contexts examined (32,35–40). Be-
cause of this, and because harvesting with filtration without
CHX pre-treatment results in loss of ribosomes from 5′ re-
gions of ORFs (32), CHX is typically included in our pro-
tocols for harvesting cells for translation assays, including
both ribosome profiling and polysome analyses. It seemed
possible that this could explain the apparent translational
repression that we observed.

Indeed, when we performed polysome analyses without
CHX pre-treatment, we no longer observed a shift of NSR1
and NIP7 to the monosome/80S fraction at 1 h in SPO
(Figure 3A). We assayed NSR1, NIP7, and SAR1 mRNA
abundances by RT-qPCR at 15 min and 1 h in SPO with
and without CHX pre-treatment and found that the high
level of all of these mRNAs seen at 15 min in SPO was un-
affected by CHX (Figure 3B, Supplementary Figure S4A).
The total level of NSR1 and NIP7 mRNA was much lower
at 1 h than at 15 min in SPO with or without CHX pre-
treatment, but it was higher with CHX pre-treatment at 1 h
in SPO than without CHX pre-treatment, a result that was
not seen for SAR1 (Figure 3B, Supplementary Figure S4A).
This change, while small in absolute terms, represented a 4-
to 16-fold increase in NIP7 and NSR1, respectively (Fig-
ure 3B, Supplementary Figure S4A). This is approximately
the degree of TE shift that we measured by ribosome pro-
filing for these genes at 1 h in SPO (Figure 1C). Because
TE is calculated by dividing the ribosome footprint RPKM
(reads per kilobase per million mapped reads) by mRNA
RPKM, and because CHX treatment inhibits new transla-
tion (42,43), we concluded that the apparent translational
effect that we observed for RiBi genes at 1 h in SPO (Figure
1F) was an artifact of the time-window-specific mRNA in-
duction of these genes in response to translation inhibition
by CHX. In support of this model, we observed a build-
up of ribosome footprints at start codons of RiBi genes
specifically at ∼1 h in SPO in an experiment in which CHX-
pretreatment was used (Supplementary Figure S4B and C).
This type of build-up has been previously observed more
globally in ribosome profiling data collected from cells un-
der stress conditions (35) and has been thought to represent
the fact that CHX inhibits post-initiation ribosomes (42).
CHX treatment does not prevent new translation initiation,
but does prevent elongation, which results in a build-up of
ribosomes at start codons. This effect can be seen to some
extent under all conditions, but is most extreme in cases in
which many ribosomes are free to re-initiate, which appears
to be the case following acute stress conditions that results
in general inhibition of new translation.

Because the TE effect that we observed early in meio-
sis was similar to that observed previously in amino acid-
starved cells (26), we next compared polysome fractions

from vegetative cells grown in rich media (YPD) or shifted
to media lacking amino acids (-AA), and observed a
small but specific and reproducible CHX-dependent shift
of NSR1 to the monosome fraction (Figure 3C, D and Sup-
plementary Figure S5A). As expected, much lower levels of
ribosomes in polysome relative to monosome fractions was
observed in cells shifted to media lacking amino acids (Fig-
ure 3C). The CHX- dependent shift to the monosome frac-
tion of NSR1 and NIP7, was modest compared to 1 h in
SPO (Figure 3A, D and Supplementary Figure S5A). Con-
sistently, a much more subtle CHX-dependent mRNA in-
crease was seen following amino acid starvation than the
one that we observed at 1 h in SPO (2.6-fold versus 17.3-fold
for NSR1, 1.9-fold versus 4.8-fold for NIP7; Figure 3B, 3E,
Supplementary Figures S4A, S5B-D). Despite the reduced
degree of the effect, the specific mechanism of this mRNA
induction appeared to be similar in meiosis and under con-
ditions of amino acid limitation, as the CHX-dependent
fold-increase in mRNA seen after transfer to media lack-
ing amino acids was substantially reduced in the NSR1 re-
porter construct mutated for the –150 to –101 interval de-
fined based on meiotic regulation (Figures 2D, 3E and Sup-
plementary Figure S5B-D). The muted CHX-dependent
fold increase in NSR1 mRNA was because removal of this
NSR1 promoter region resulted in an increase in NSR1
mRNA whether or not CHX pre-treatment was used for
cell harvesting (Figure 3E and Supplementary Figure S5B–
D). This result suggested that the CHX-dependent mRNA
increases that we observed could be a result of faulty RiBi
repression at 1 h in SPO and under amino acid deplete con-
ditions.

Loss of negative regulators of RiBi transcription, Dot6 and
Tod6, ablates CHX-dependent RiBi de-repression

We previously noted that the –150 to –101 promoter region
of NSR1 contained binding sites for repressors Stb3, Dot6,
and Tod6 (Supplementary Figure S3C). The lack of bind-
ing of a repressor in this region was consistent with the
CHX-independent de-repression that was seen in our re-
porter experiments (Figure 3B, E, Supplementary Figure
S5B–D). While single deletions of STB3, DOT6 or TOD6
in meiosis did not ablate the effect (Supplementary Figure
S3D), amino acid-depleted conditions did not rely on the
type of sensitive time window that was seen during meiosis
and allowed us to assay double-mutants without confound-
ing effects on meiotic entry that previously stymied our mei-
otic dot6Δtod6Δ experiment. We found that cells deleted for
both DOT6 and TOD6 no longer showed a CHX-dependent
shift away from polysomes or an increase in either NSR1 or
NIP7 mRNA in media lacking amino acids, suggesting that
the CHX-dependent mRNA increase in RiBi genes is me-
diated through these two factors (Figure 4A, Supplemen-
tary Figure S6A–D). Akin to the reporter experiment in
which the –150 to –101 promoter region was deleted (Figure
3E), the loss of CHX-dependent mRNA increase is associ-
ated with an elevated absolute level of RiBi mRNA relative
to wild-type cells without CHX-treatment, and these levels
do not increase more in cells harvested with CHX (Figure
4A, Supplementary Figure S6B–D). As in the meiotic ex-
periments (Supplementary Figure S3D), mutation of STB3
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Figure 3. CHX treatment causes accumulation of RiBi transcripts, explaining the apparent translational repression at 1 h in SPO. Throughout this figure,
mRNA is quantified by RT-qPCR and error bars represent measurement variability as determined by three qPCR replicates. (A) Distributions of RiBi
mRNAs (NSR1 and NIP7) and a non-RiBi mRNA (SAR1) in polysome gradients without or with CHX treatment at 0.25 h or 1 h in SPO. The highlighted
region represents monosome/80S fraction. (B) mRNA levels of NSR1 (left), NIP7 (middle), and SAR1 (right) without or with 1.5-minute CHX treatment
at 0.25 or 1 h in SPO. (C) Sucrose gradient absorbance profiles of exponentially growing cells (OD6000.6) in YPD (top) and after 20 min of amino acid
starvation (bottom). (D) Distributions of RiBi mRNAs (NSR1 and NIP7) and a non-RiBi mRNA (SAR1) in polysome gradients without or with CHX
treatment in rich medium (YPD) or at 20 min after amino acid starvation (–AA). The highlighted region represents monosome/80S fraction and arrowhead
emphasizes the reproducible difference observed in –AA conditions. (E) mRNA levels of NSR1 (left), NIP7 (middle), and SAR1 (right) in response to CHX
treatment following amino acid starvation. The first timepoint (0 min) was collected prior to the media switch from YPD. The CHX-dependent mRNA
increase is greatly diminished in the NSR1 reporter with its –150 to –101 promoter region swapped to the corresponding SAR1 promoter sequence. Note
that the increase in NSR1 mRNA seen with CHX in –AA conditions is statistically significant (Student’s t-test P-value 0.0014 at 20 min) when comparing
to the biological replicate data in Supplementary Figure S5C. This difference is no longer significant in the –150 to –101 promoter mutant.
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Figure 4. The increase of RiBi transcript levels in response to CHX is mediated by Dot6/Tod6 and is caused by global translation inhibition. Throughout
this figure, mRNA is quantified by RT-qPCR and error bars represent measurement variability as determined by three qPCR replicates. (A) mRNA levels
of NSR1 (left), NIP7 (middle), and SAR1 (right) in response to CHX treatment. Deletion of DOT6 and TOD6 eliminates the CHX-induced accumulation
of RiBi transcripts following amino acid starvation. Note that the increase in NSR1 in –AA conditions with CHX is statistically significant (Student’s
t-test P-value 0.0331) when comparing to the biological replicate data in Supplementary Figure S6C. This difference is no longer significant in cells lacking
DOT6 and TOD6. (B) The structures of the translation inhibitors used in panel C are shown, from NCBI PubChem. (C) mRNA levels of NSR1 (left), NIP7
(middle), and SAR1 (right) in response to CHX (100 �g/ml), LTM (10 �M), anisomycin (20 �M), and sordarin (100 �g/ml). Stock solutions of CHX
and sordarin were prepared in EtOH, and stock solutions of LTM and anisomycin were prepared in DMSO. Note that LTM and anisomycin treatment
together with their vehicle control (DMSO) was done in a separate experiment from sordarin and CHX treatment and their vehicle controls (EtOH). Also
note that sordarin-based inhibition of cell growth is less complete than other drugs (Supplementary Figure S9).

had no effect on the CHX-dependent regulation (Figure 4A,
Supplementary Figure S6B–D). Mutation of the consen-
sus binding sites for STB3, DOT6 and TOD6, within the
–150 to –101 interval, however, did not recapitulate this ef-
fect, suggesting that Dot6 and/or Tod6 may have additional
cryptic binding sites in this region or they are recruited by
another factor (Supplementary Figure S7A–D).

The known regulation of RiBi genes, which involves tran-
scriptional activation and removal of transcriptional re-
pression, along with the time-interval specificity of CHX-
based mRNA induction during both meiotic and amino
acid-starvation conditions and the low absolute levels of
mRNAs for these genes seen during both of these time
intervals (Figure 3B and E), suggested a possible mecha-
nism for the effect that we observed. It seemed that the
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condition-specificity of this response might be based on
whether RiBi transcriptional activation is occurring. If it is
not, de-repression of transcription through Dot6 and Tod6
by a CHX-based mechanism could explain the modest ab-
solute mRNA increases that resulted in large fold-change
increases, and thus the measured TE decreases that we ob-
served. We tested this hypothesis by treating cells in ei-
ther rich media or under conditions of amino acid star-
vation with rapamycin, which inhibits activity of the Tor
kinase (44), a major driver of RiBi transcriptional activa-
tion (6,45). This treatment resulted in lower overall mRNA
levels for RiBi genes NSR1 and NIP7 in rich (YPD) me-
dia (Supplementary Figure S8A), as expected. This also re-
sulted in a robust CHX-dependent increase in mRNA lev-
els under these conditions, which was not observed with-
out Tor inhibition (Supplementary Figure S8A and B). A
similar effect was not seen for non-RiBi gene SAR1. In the
case of amino-acid-starved cells, rapamycin treatment re-
sulted in a more modest decrease in the levels of mRNA
without CHX treatment, consistent with lower Tor activ-
ity in these conditions (46), but a CHX-dependent mRNA
level increase was still evident (Supplementary Figure S8A
and B). We note that the CHX-dependent mRNA increase
remained in the presence of rapamycin in the prototrophic
strain background used for all of our experiments, but that
this was not seen in the auxotrophic strain background used
for the accompanying study (33). The reason for this differ-
ence is unclear, but is consistent with the finding from San-
tos et al. that auxotrophies can modify the CHX-dependent
effect on RiBi mRNAs (33).

RiBi mRNA de-repression is a response to global inhibition
of translation

Our results to this point could be explained by two general
models. By the first model, CHX results in de-repression
of RiBi mRNA accumulation through Tod6 and Dot6 in-
dependent of its role in inhibiting translation. By the sec-
ond model, it is inhibition of translation itself that causes
RiBi mRNA accumulation. To distinguish between these
possibilities, we treated cells grown in YPD and those
starved for amino acids with three other drugs that rapidly
inhibit translation: lactimidomycin (LTM), sordarin, and
anisomycin ((42,47,48); (Figure 4B, Supplementary Figure
S9A and B)). CHX inhibits ribosome translocation through
E-site binding (49). LTM shows some structural similarity
to CHX, but is larger, which causes its preferential bind-
ing to empty E-sites and thus preferential inhibition of the
first ribosome translocation event on an mRNA (49). LTM
is known to specifically inhibit translation initiation at 50
uM in mammalian cells (50), but we find that it inhibits
both translation initiation and elongation at this concen-
tration in yeast (Supplementary Figure S10A). Sordarin in-
hibits translation elongation by inhibiting elongation fac-
tor 2 activity (48). Anisomycin has been reported to par-
tially inhibit translation elongation by binding at the pep-
tidyl transfer center, but also results in a number of other
cellular effects, including mitogen activated kinase path-
way activation (47,51,52). Importantly, sordarin and ani-
somycin have structures that are dissimilar from CHX (Fig-
ure 4B), and thus would be likely to have different off-target

cellular effects. All drugs, however, resulted in an increase
on NSR1 mRNA abundance in conditions of amino acid
starvation that were independent of their vehicle solvents
(Figure 4C; Supplementary Figures S10B–D, S11A–D). Ef-
fects on NIP7 abundance were similar to NSR1 for CHX,
LTM, and sordarin, but somewhat variable in the case of
anisomycin for reasons that we do not yet understand.
Nonetheless, these results suggested to us that condition-
specific RiBi mRNA accumulation may represent a cellular
response to inhibited translation rather than an artifact of
treatment with CHX.

DISCUSSION

Ribosome biogenesis is a conserved, critical, and extremely
energy intensive process that is thus highly regulated (53).
Hundreds of RiBi genes are coordinately transcriptionally
controlled and constitute targets of all three RNA poly-
merases (Pols I, II and III). Robust induction of protein-
coding Pol II RiBi target genes requires both activation of
a gas pedal (Tor-activated binding of activating transcrip-
tion factors) and release of a brake (Tor- or PKA-based
removal of repressive RiBi promoter-bound factors Dot6,
and Tod6). Our study shows that inhibition of translation
results in an increase in RiBi mRNA accumulation that
is modest in absolute quantity but represents a high fold
change early in meiosis. The de-repression of mRNA seen
with CHX and other translation inhibitors could, in princi-
ple, be due to de-repression of transcription of RiBi genes or
inhibition of degradation or RiBi mRNAs. We strongly fa-
vor the former model for two reasons. First, the CHX-based
RiBi gene mRNA accumulation is dependent on Dot6 and
Tod6, which are known to bind to RiBi promoters and re-
press their transcription. Second, this mRNA accumula-
tion requires an interval in the promoter of NSR1 that is
known to bind Tod6 and Dot6. The accompanying paper
(33) reports that CHX-dependent RiBi mRNA accumula-
tion is also associated with nuclear to cytoplasmic shuttling
of Dot6, Tod6, and Stb3, which also supports a model of
transcriptional de-repression.

We were unable to assay the effects of DOT6 and TOD6
loss on RiBi transcript abundance at 1 h in SPO because
cells deleted for both of these genes could not efficiently
complete meiosis (15% sporulation compared to 91% for
WT cells). This defect suggests importance to RiBi tran-
scriptional repression during meiosis, which is also consis-
tent with the rapid and dramatic transcript regulation that
naturally occurs as cells enter the meiotic program (Figure
1A, Supplementary Figure S1A). Prior to transfer of bud-
ding yeast cells to SPO, cellular ribosome and translation
levels are extremely low because pre-sporulation medium
lacks a non-fermentable carbon source and added amino
acids, and meiotic entry requires low PKA activity (54).
SPO is at least as nutrient-poor as pre-sporulation medium,
yet within 30 min of transfer to SPO, ribosome and trans-
lation levels increase dramatically (17), which is consistent
with the rapid transcript induction of RiBi genes that we
observe by 15 min in SPO (Supplementary Figure S1A) and
the fact that Tor activity is required for meiotic entry (54).
Why is this transcriptional burst so brief ? Although ribo-
some synthesis is likely required for cells to translate the
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proteins needed for meiotic progression, the low nutrient
conditions that are also necessary for meiosis to occur in
yeast may mean that cells must carefully balance their ri-
bosome number to retain resources to make other proteins.
Consistently, the wave of early genes that are transcribed
in meiosis, including REC8, rise concomitant with a drop
in RiBi transcript levels (Supplementary Figure S1A). A
related explanation invokes splicing regulation. Most tran-
scripts in budding yeast are not spliced, but the spliced set
is highly enriched for RP genes and meiotic genes. Because
RP transcripts and meiotic transcripts compete for splice-
some components (55,56), very early transcriptional induc-
tion followed repression of RiBi/RP gene transcription may
be required for meiotic yeast cells to properly process many
of the transcripts that drive early meiotic events. By either
model, rapid RiBi gene induction in conditions that favor
sporulation may have evolved to enable the increase in pro-
tein synthesis capacity that is needed for meiotic commit-
ment, and the low RiBi transcript levels seen soon after may
enable expression of transcripts required for meiotic pro-
gression and, for the purposes of our study, represent a sen-
sitized condition in which CHX-dependent de-repression is
unmasked.

An important lesson of our study is that rapid secondary
cellular responses can result from inhibition of core gene
expression machinery. We were alerted to investigate the
RiBi-specific CHX-dependent effect by authors of the ac-
companying study (33). We were surprised to observe the
same effect our context, due to both on the speed of our
cell harvesting––within 2 min of CHX treatment––and the
specificity of the effect in time and scale. CHX-dependent
mRNA increases were only seen for a subset of genes,
strongly enriched for RiBi function, and only for a period
of <1 h during the meiotic program, as discussed above.
This effect is also observed following amino acid starva-
tion of vegetatively growing cells. In both conditions, RiBi
mRNA levels are low and this effect can be mimicked in
cells grown in rich media in Tor-inhibited conditions, when
RiBi mRNAs are also resultantly low. Interestingly, in meio-
sis, low RiBi mRNA levels do not appear sufficient to see
this response. NSR1 mRNA levels, for example, are low
during the meiotic divisions and the very low TE measure-
ment that is the signature of this effect is not seen at this
time, suggesting additional determinants that enable the ef-
fect to be observed. The rare conditions in which the CHX-
dependent effect is seen and its isolation to specific gene sub-
sets caused this artifact to appear to represent specific and
temporally modulated translational control. This highlights
a major challenge of measuring translation in vivo. Because
translation is a dynamic process, ideal harvesting conditions
should capture cells instantaneously without perturbation.
Unfortunately, no such conditions have been reported, to
our knowledge. Flash freezing cells in the absence of CHX is
one excellent alternative to CHX pretreatment, but because
this requires a human to transfer cells from a filter mem-
brane to liquid nitrogen, ribosomes would be expected to
move at least several codons along mRNAs during the pro-
cess, which might also result in specific artifacts, and does
result in general loss of ribosome density from the 5′ ends
of ORFs. Confirmation of results from translation experi-
ments using complementary harvesting conditions may be

the best solution to avoid the type of prolonged data misin-
terpretation that was the basis for our study.

Does the unexpected artifact of our methodology offer
insight into a real biological response? We argue that this
is likely, based on the similarity of the response seen with
treatment of cells by four different translation inhibitors.
While these drugs all inhibit translation elongation, they do
not share any particular structural feature and thus it does
not seem likely that they would all share an off-target ef-
fect on RiBi mRNAs. Rather, these results are consistent
with at least two biological models. First, it is possible that
acute translation inhibition increases intracellular amino
acid pools, which may mimic addition of nutrients and thus
activate ribosome biogenesis through Tor activation. While
this type of effect has been seen in mammalian cells treated
with translation inhibitors (57) and consistent results exist
in yeast (58), those experiments employed much longer in-
hibitor treatment times than ours (at least 30 min compared
to less than 2 min), which may reveal downstream effects
rather than the initial cellular response. Consistently, we did
not find inhibition of Tor activity by rapamycin treatment
to abolish CHX-dependent RiBi gene transcription in our
prototrophic strain background. Alternatively, a feedback
loop may exist in cells such that low or stalled translation
leads to an increase in ribosome synthesis. Given the direct
relationship between active ribosome number and cellular
growth (53,59), it may not be surprising for such a failsafe
to exist to enable synthesis of more ribosomes when a con-
dition of reduced translation is encountered. It is possible,
in fact, that one advantage of the evolution of dual RiBi
gene regulation by gas pedals and brakes is that regulated
brake release allows leaky ribosome production so that cells
in poor nutrient conditions can maintain just enough trans-
lation to survive until conditions improve. It will be interest-
ing to determine whether physiological conditions can be
identified in which this type of regulation can be seen.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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